Notes February 25 (1)

• My tablet’s stylus works again (after reboot, etc.)!
• PA4 review session tomorrow
• PA3 results are in Gradescope
  – Still saw debug-print, ieng6 build cases – Nick extra OHs to resolve
• Please review past finals and quizzes
  
  This year’s MT : posted MTs/quizzes :: This year’s final : posted finals/quizzes
  
  Also, see the Google Doc for MT preparation
  
  Also, can bring up to TWO (2) pieces of paper with handwritten notes into the final

• Today: start of NP-completeness
  – “a problem is a language”
  – “polynomial-time reducibility”

• Help reminder from 2/9: “If you feel you need a 1-1 or 1-k (k a small number) appointment with a reader-tutor, please email Mingyu and Rishikesh, with cc to me. This should be doable (earlier is better than later !!!).”
  – Update: two students are meeting with Mingyu on Monday
  – Anyone else?